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BUSINESS USER GUIDE

LEFT-HAND NAVIGATION BAR ICONS

The left hand nav bar icons will take you to the two principal views for the Business User, the
Forms and the Tracker page.

 
 FORMS

 The Forms page shows all of the request forms you can submit as a business
user. Once you have submitted a form, you will be able to view its progress from
the tracker view.

 
 

 TRACKER
 The Tracker view allows you to view the requests that you have submitted. Here

you can view, edit, search and/or update your requests. By selecting one of the
tabs at the top of the page, you can further narrow down your submitted
requests. You can further filter your request by its submission date, request type,
legal assignee, status etc.
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REQUESTS

Creating Requests
You can create a new request by accessing the Forms page on the left hand
navigation bar and selecting the appropriate cards representing the type of form
that you wish to submit.

Checking Request Status
You can check the status of any request you have submitted by accessing the
Tracker view via the left hand navigation bar and looking at the Status column.

A summary of the different status options are listed below:
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● Submitted - indicates that the request hasn’t been assigned to a legal
user yet

● In Review - indicates the status has been assigned to a legal user and is
in their queue

● Approved - indicates the request has been approved by the legal user
● Completed - indicates your request has been assigned back to you by

the legal user and is currently waiting for your action.
● Rejected - means that the request has been rejected by the legal user
● Canceled -  allows you to cancel the request

Changing the Status of a Request
You can change the status of a request in-line from the Tracker view. Select the
dropdown icon in the Status column for the request you would like to edit, then
select the desired status.
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Sorting by Form Type
Navigate to the Tracker view, below the mini-cards you will see the form tabs.
These represent the different forms that are available such as NDA, Privacy, etc.
Selecting one of these tabs will sort your view so that the table displays only
requests associated with that matter type - i.e. all NDA requests.

Filtering Requests
You can also filter requests directly  from the Tracker view. Simply select the
dropdown icon for the category you would like to filter on, such as Requestor,
and select the desired option.
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Customize Tracker Information
Streamline AI allows you to customize the Tracker so you can view only the
information that is useful to you. Select the settings icon inside the tracker, from
there use the checkbox to select the desired information.

When you return to the tracker you can further customize it by
dragging-and-dropping the columns in the desired order.

View Request Details
You can view the request details, including message history and request history
by bringing up the Side Panel.

To do this, access the Tracker view and click anywhere in the table row of the
request you are trying to view. A drawer will slide out from the right hand side of
the screen.
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The Side Panel is divided into different aspects of the request. These aspects are
represented by the expand and collapse icons next to them. Once you expand
the section you will see those details of the request.
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Request Aspects
Each request has different sections or aspects associated with it. You can view
and edit each section directly from the Side Panel. A summary of the different
aspects are listed below:

● Related Requests - this section allows you to link the request to an
existing request or create a new linked request

● Attachments - this section allows you to add attachments to the request
● Request Details - this is where all of the information included in the form

lives.
● Approval Details - all the the approvals requested and received for the

request are in this section
● Request History - This section shows a history of all the actions,

attachments, and communications associated with the request.
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Edit Request Details
If you click on the request row, it will bring up the Side Panel. Here, you edit the
request details by clicking in any field. Remember to save first before exiting the
side panel. To close out of this view, click anywhere on the screen outside of the
panel.

To edit, simply select the field you would like to edit and make the appropriate
changes.
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Please note that the Approval Details and Request History are not editable to
ensure data integrity.

Reassigning Requests
After accessing the Side Panel, the top section allows you to see the assignees
associated with the request. This section also tells you who owns the next step of
the request process, which is represented by the toggle between the Legal
Assignee and Requestor. You can use this toggle to assign to the legal team
(gavel) or business team (briefcase).

You can also change the Legal Assignee and Business Assignee from this
space by selecting the dropdown icon to the right of the current assignees.
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Following a Request
You can also add followers to the request so stakeholders can have full visibility
to the request. To add followers select the “+”next to the Followers section at the
top of the screen.
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Once selected a search box will open where you can search the available
@mention options. Once you have selected the appropriate option, that person’s
icon will appear.

Remember to save all changes before exiting the side panel. Changes to the
request will only become permanent when the save button is selected. To close
the Side Panel without saving, click anywhere on the screen outside of the panel.

You can also edit requests in-line by selecting the pencil icon to the far right of
the screen. Once selected all of the fields can be edited directly or via a
dropdown menu.
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SETTINGS
Editing Profile Settings

The Settings menu can be accessed by clicking on your profile photo on the top
right side of the top navigation bar.

Select the My Profile Settings Options and you will be taken to your profile page
where you can update your personal information, profile picture, and password.
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LEGAL USER GUIDE

LEFT-HAND NAVIGATION BAR ICONS

 BOARD
 The Board icon takes you to your request dashboard, which allows you to view

your key workflow metrics in near real time.
 
 Here you can see how many requests have been received, how many requests

have been completed, the average response time between receiving a request
from a business user and the first response (“SLA”) and how these requests
fluctuate over time.

 
 For an in-depth explanation of the calculations in the different cards and charts

on your dashboard, please see the Appendix at the end of this document.
 

 
 TRACKER

 The Tracker allows you to view your entire team’s requests or your personal
request queue. Here you can view, edit, add, search and/or update your
requests.
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 FORMS

 The Forms page shows all of the request forms you can submit or can be
submitted to the legal team. Once you have submitted a form you will be able to
view its progress from the tracker view.

REQUESTS

Creating Requests
You can create a new request by accessing the Forms page on the left hand
navigation bar and selecting the appropriate cards representing the type of form
that you wish to submit.

Checking Request Status
You can check the status of any submitted requests by accessing the Tracker
view via the left hand navigation bar and looking at the Status column.
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A summary of the different status options are listed below:
● Submitted - indicates that the request hasn’t been assigned to a legal

user yet
● In Review - indicates the status has been assigned to a legal user and is

in their queue
● Approved - indicates the request has been approved by the legal user
● Completed - indicates your request has been assigned back to Business

user by the legal user and is currently waiting for their action.
● Rejected - means that the request has been rejected by the legal user
● Canceled -  allows business user to cancel the request

Changing the Status of a Request
You can change the status of a request in-line from the Tracker view. Select the
dropdown icon in the Status column for the request you would like to edit, then
select the desired status.
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Sorting by Request Type
Navigate to the Tracker view, below the mini-cards you will see the form tabs.
These represent the different forms that are available such as NDA, Privacy, etc.
Selecting one of these tabs will sort your view so that the table displays only
requests associated with that matter type - i.e. all NDA requests.

Toggling between Individual and Team Request
In the Tracker view, next to the search bar, click on the View Only My Requests
toggle that will allow you to switch between viewing all requests coming to your
team and only your own requests.

Searching Requests
To search for a request, you can use the Smart Search bar next to the orange
Add Request button.

Filtering Requests
You can also filter requests directly  from the Tracker view. Simply select the
dropdown icon for the category you would like to filter on, such as Requestor,
and select the desired option.
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Customize Tracker Information
Streamline AI allows you to customize the Tracker so you can view only the
information that is useful to you. Select the settings icon inside the tracker, from
there use the checkbox to select the desired information.

When you return to the tracker you can further customize it by
dragging-and-dropping the columns in the desired order.

View Request Details
You can view the request details, including message history and request history
by bringing up the Side Panel.
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To do this, access the Tracker view and click anywhere in the table row of the
request you are trying to view. A drawer will slide out from the right hand side of
the screen.

The SIde Panel is divided into different aspects of the request. These aspects are
represented by the expand and collapse icons next to them. Once you expand
the section you will see those details of the request.
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Request Aspects
Each request has different sections or aspects associated with it. You can view
and edit each section directly from the Side Panel. A summary of the different
aspects are listed below:

● Related Requests - this section allows you to like the request to an
existing request or create a new linked request

● Attachments - this section allows you to add attachments to the request
● Request Details - this is where all of the information included in the form

lives.
● Approval Details - all the the approvals requested and received for the

request are in this section
● Request History - This section shows a history of all the actions,

attachments, and communications associated with the request.
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Edit Request Details
If you click on the request row, it will bring up the Side Panel. Here, you edit the
request details by clicking in any field. Remember to save first before exiting the
side panel. To close out of this view, click anywhere on the screen outside of the
panel.

To edit, simply select the field you would like to edit and make the appropriate
changes.
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Please note that the Approval Details and Request History are not editable to
ensure data integrity.

You can also edit requests in-line by selecting the pencil icon to the far right of
the screen. Once selected all of the fields can be edited directly or via a
dropdown menu.
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Reassigning Requests
In the Tracker view, click anywhere on the row of the request you wish to edit. At
the top of the Side Panel that appears there is a toggle bar. You can use this
toggle to assign to the legal team (gavel) or business team (briefcase).

You can also change the Legal Assignee and Business Assignee from this
space by selecting the dropdown icon to the right of the current assignees.
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SETTINGS
Editing Profile Settings

The Settings menu can be accessed by clicking on your profile photo on the top
right side of the top navigation bar.
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Select the My Profile Settings Options and you will be taken to your profile page
where you can update your personal information, profile picture, and password.
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LEGAL ADMIN GUIDE

LEFT-HAND NAVIGATION BAR ICONS

 BOARD
 The Dashboard or Board allows you to view your own key workflow metrics in

near real time. Here you can see how many of your requests are in progress,
how many requests you have completed, your average response time after
receiving a new request (“SLA”).

 
 For an in-depth explanation of the calculations in the different cards and charts

on your dashboard, please see the Appendix at the end of this document.
 

 

TEAM BOARD
The Team Board functions similarly to your own board, except that it displays the
key workflow metrics of your entire team. Here, you can see your team’s request
volume and how that fluctuates over time, the request volume of certain matter
types, how certain people on your team are performing (completion rates and
SLAs), just as a few examples.

For an in-depth explanation of the calculations in the different cards and charts
on your dashboard, please see the Appendix at the end of this document.

 TRACKER
 The Tracker allows you to view your entire team’s requests or your personal

request queue. Here you can view, edit, add, search and/or update your
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requests. The Tracker also displays mini-cards that will give you a snap-shot
view into metrics for your entire team.

 

 
 
 FORMS

 The Forms page shows all of the request forms you can submit or can be
submitted to the legal team. Once you have submitted a form you will be able to
view its progress from the tracker view.

REQUESTS

Creating Requests
You can create a new request by accessing the Forms page on the left hand
navigation bar and selecting the appropriate cards representing the type of form
that you wish to submit.
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Checking Request Status
You can check the status of any submitted requests by accessing the Tracker
view via the left hand navigation bar and looking at the Status column.

A summary of the different status options are listed below:
● Submitted - indicates that the request hasn’t been assigned to a legal

user yet
● In Review - indicates the status has been assigned to a legal user and is

in their queue
● Approved - indicates the request has been approved by the legal user
● Completed - indicates your request has been assigned back to you by

the legal user and is currently waiting for your action.
● Rejected - means that the request has been rejected by the legal user
● Canceled - allows you to cancel the request

Changing the Status of a Request
You can change the status of a request in-line from the Tracker view. Select the
dropdown icon in the Status column for the request you would like to edit, then
select the desired status.
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Sorting by Request Type
Navigate to the Tracker view, below the mini-cards you will see the form tabs.
These represent the different forms that are available such as NDA, Privacy, etc.
Selecting one of these tabs will sort your view so that the table displays only
requests associated with that matter type - i.e. all NDA requests.

Toggling between Individual and Team Request
In the Tracker view, next to the search bar, click on the View Only My Requests
toggle that will allow you to switch between viewing all requests coming to your
team and only your own requests.
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Searching Requests
To search for a request, you can use the Smart Search bar next to the orange
Add Request button.

Filtering Requests
You can also filter requests directly  from the Tracker view. Simply select the
dropdown icon for the category you would like to filter on, such as Requestor,
and select the desired option.

Customize Tracker Information
Streamline AI allows you to customize the Tracker so you can view only the
information that is useful to you. Select the settings icon inside the tracker, from
there use the checkbox to select the desired information.
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When you return to the tracker you can further customize it by
dragging-and-dropping the columns in the desired order.

View Request Details
You can view the request details, including message history and request history
by bringing up the Side Panel.

To do this, access the Tracker view and click anywhere in the table row of the
request you are trying to view. A drawer will slide out from the right hand side of
the screen.
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The SIde Panel is divided into different aspects of the request. These aspects are
represented by the expand and collapse icons next to them. Once you expand
the section you will see those details of the request.
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Request Aspects
Each request has different sections or aspects associated with it. You can view
and edit each section directly from the Side Panel. A summary of the different
aspects are listed below:

● Related Requests - this section allows you to like the request to an
existing request or create a new linked request

● Attachments - this section allows you to add attachments to the request
● Request Details - this is where all of the information included in the form

lives.
● Approval Details - all the the approvals requested and received for the

request are in this section
● Request History - This section shows a history of all the actions,

attachments, and communications associated with the request.
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Edit Request Details
If you click on the request row, it will bring up the Side Panel. Here, you edit the
request details by clicking in any field. Remember to save first before exiting the
side panel. To close out of this view, click anywhere on the screen outside of the
panel.

To edit, simply select the field you would like to edit and make the appropriate
changes.
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Please note that the Approval Details and Request History are not editable to
ensure data integrity.

Following a Request
You can also add followers to the request so stakeholders can have full visibility
to the request. To add followers select the “+”next to the Followers section at the
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top of the screen.

Once selected a search box will open where you can search the available
@mention options. Once you have selected the appropriate option, that person’s
icon will appear.

Remember to save all changes before exiting the side panel. Changes to the
request will only become permanent when the save button is selected. To close
the Side Panel without saving, click anywhere on the screen outside of the panel.

You can also edit requests in-line by selecting the pencil icon to the far right of
the screen. Once selected all of the fields can be edited directly or via a
dropdown menu.
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Reassigning Requests
In the Tracker view, click anywhere on the row of the request you wish to edit. At
the top of the Side Panel that appears there is a toggle bar. You can use this
toggle to assign to the legal team (gavel) or business team (briefcase).

You can also change the Legal Assignee and Business Assignee from this
space by selecting the dropdown icon to the right of the current assignees.
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FORMS

Creating New Forms
Streamline AI comes with certain forms already available for your company, but
you can also create new forms. To do so select the Request Form Editor option
from the Streamline AI menu in the top right of the screen.
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Once you arrive on the page, select the Create New Form option at the bottom
of the screen. From there you will be prompted to input a form name and
description.

After selecting Create you will be taken to the Edit Request Submission screen
where you can add more details such as SLA, or turnaround time, for the form.

At the bottom of the screen you will generate the questions on the form using the
Fields option. This will take you to the question prompt shown below.  You can
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select from a list of different question formats by clicking on the drop down menu.
You can als determine if you want to make the questions required by using the
toggle in the bottom right corner.

There are a number of question formats you can choose from which are shown
below.
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Adding Logic to Forms
The example below is for a vendor form I created for the user guide with multiple
questions already generated. Once the questions have been generated, you can
add logic that allows certain questions to appear or not based on the answer to a
previous question. I add this logic by selecting the Rules option at the bottom of
the Edit Request Submission screen
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Rules are generated by using an If, then prompt based on the questions you
created for the form. By first selecting the Trigger options and then the Result
you choose the logic the form will exhibit.

Start by filling in the IF field with an existing question from the dropdown and then
filling in the comparator and value in the IS field. Then select the appropriate
response from the THEN and THE fields. Let’s look at an example to help solidify
the process.
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Let’s say that if a contract is over $100,000 then I need all documents associated
with the request to be attached. To do this I would have to go to the prompt and
fill out the fields as follows.
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After selecting Finish Editing Rules button I will see the new rule appear on the Edit
Form Submission screen.
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SETTINGS
You can access your personal profile settings, team settings, and organizational
settings by selecting your profile icon in the top right corner of the screen.
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My Profile Settings
Select the My Profile Settings Options and you will be taken to your profile page
where you can update your personal information, profile picture, and password.
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Organization Settings
In the Organization Settings you can enable features and update your
organizational profile.

Out of Office Settings
Streamline AI also has an Out of Office feature. This allows all approvals that you
would normally be responsible for to be assigned to another member or team
within the organization.

To activate Out of Office simply move the toggle to the right (an orange color will
appear). Then simply select the assignee you would like to handle the various
tasks and select the Save Settings button at the bottom of the window.
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User Settings
User management allows you to add, edit and/or remove users. This feature is
available for Legal Admin only.
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User Management tab on top would allow you to Add New Users individually or
Bulk Add User to add them via csv.file. Detailed instructions are provided when
clicking on the buttons.

Team Settings
The Team settings tab allows you to edit and add new teams to your instance.

To add a new team select the + New Team button. From here you will be able to
fill in the details for the team you want to create.
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After the team is created, select the hamburger menu to the right of the team name to be
able to Edit Team Name, Delete Team, Add New Users, Delete Users from the team.

Request Form Editor
It is easy to edit existing request forms or create new ones on the go.

Editing Forms
You can tap on the form that you would like to edit, click on the pencil icon and
will be able to make any updates to the form.
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If a change to the form will affect an existing workflow, a pop up will appear
alerting you to this. The pop up will direct you to the specific place the
modification is changing the workflow etc. Follow the instructions to make your
updates accordingly.

Creating New Forms
You can create new forms by selecting the Create New Forms icon. A prompt
will appear for you to name and give a description of the form.
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Once you create the form you will be able to create the questions included in the
form. Follow the prompts to come to the question prompt below.

The dropdown to the right of the question will allow you to select the way you will
receive the response from the user. Examples include: text, number, checkbox,
radio.

Once you have finished designing that question you can either add another
question by selecting the orange plus icon in the bottom right corner of the
screen or complete the form by selecting the Finish Editing Fields button at the
bottom of the screen.
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SLA Editor
The SLA tab allows you to set your target SLA times for specific request types at
any time.
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Workflow Settings
Workflows allow your forms to have intelligence. An example is that the answer
to one question will dictate the next question that appears in the form. You can
access this feature by selecting the Workflow Settings option from the settings
menu.

The tabs at the top of the screen represent the forms associated with your
instance. By selecting the appropriate form you can add new or edit existing
workflows associated with it.

.
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When you create or edit a workflow you will get the prompt shown below. The
first box represents the trigger for the workflow and the second box represents
the result of that work flow.

Use the dropdowns to the right of the Trigger and Results elements. In the above
example if the point person is “Ian”, then an approval request automatically gets
generated for “Jeremy Smith”. You can use logic like this throughout your forms to make
them streamlined for your company's needs.
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Integration Features
Streamline AI can integrate with a number of different applications. Some of
these applications include.

● Salesforce
● Slack
● Okta
● Azure Active Directory
● OneLogin
● PingOne

SUPPORT
If you have any additional questions on how to use the platform, please email us at support@Streamline
AI.app.

APPENDIX

BUSINESS USER MINICARDS

# of All Requests with Legal means the number of requests that are currently with the Legal
assignee and waiting for their action.  As you click on each Matter Type tab, the mini-cards will
automatically update with data that’s relevant just for that matter type.

# of Requests with You means the number of requests currently with you and waiting for your
action (i.e. to send a redline to the customer or to respond to the Legal user’s message). Check
the message and request history to see if there are any messages to you from the Legal User
with instructions on what to do next.
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LEGAL USER MINICARDS

The Legal User’s minicards are located above the request table in the Tracker view as well as
at the top of the Board view.

Unassigned Requests mini-card displays the number of requests of
every matter type that is currently waiting for assignment to a Legal
User as of today.

My In Progress Requests mini-card displays the number of requests
that have currently been assigned to you, is currently being addressed,
and not yet completed, as of today.

My Completed Requests minicard displays the number of requests
that have been completed. The calculation of this minicard is editable
by clicking on the drop down and you can calculate this by this Week,
this Month, this Quarter or this Year. This week is measured Sunday
through Saturday.

My AVG SLA for Requests minicard displays the average response
time, which is measured from the day that the Business User first
submitted a request to the day that the Legal User initially responded
to that request. This minicard is configurable in two ways via
dropdowns: measuring average SLAs for different matter types and

different time ranges. If the card displays two dashes --, it means that there isn’t any data (i.e.
no requests) during the measurement period. If a request is completed or rejected, then the SLA
equals the day that the request is first submitted to the day that it is completed or rejected. SLAs
are counted in the period when the request was initially responded to. So if a request was
submitted in October and was initially responded to in November, then however long that SLA
period is, that number affects the November stats rather than October.

My % of Requests Within SLA minicard displays the percentage of
requests that have met the target SLA that is pre-set in the request
form. For instance, if the NDA request form has a target SLA of 2
days, and a total of two NDA requests had responses from the Legal
User within 2 days out of 4 requests that were submitted this week, the

mini-card would display 50% if the NDA drop down and This Week drop down were both
selected.  This minicard is configurable in two ways via dropdowns: measuring for different
matter types and different time ranges.
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LEGAL USER DASHBOARD CHARTS

The Total Requests chart calculates the total number of
requests (all matter types) that were submitted during the
selected time range.
By Week measures the total number of requests that have
been submitted by business users across the current and three
prior consecutive calendar weeks (date ranges displayed).
Clicking on the top right drop down allows you to change the
measurement period by calendar month, calendar quarter, and
calendar year.

Projected volume: the bar will display a dotted line around projected volume if there are future
days in the current measurement period so you have a sense of anticipated requests to help
you plan your team’s resources. This volume is calculated based on the rate that requests have
been submitted thus far during the measurement period.

The Overdue Requests by Type chart calculates the total
number of requests by each matter type that are past its target
SLA date (the targets are pre-set for each matter type when
they are created) measured as of today.  So, for example, if a
request was submitted on a Monday and the target SLA is 3
days, if that request was not responded to by a Legal User by
Thursday, then on Thursday that week at 12:01am, this request
will be considered overdue.  A “response” is when a Legal User
assigns the request back to the Business User that originally

submitted the request with a response.  There are no cut-off dates, so any request that has
been submitted (no matter when it was submitted) and are past its target SLA date will be
reflected in this chart. Each matter type is a histogram bar, as indicated in the x-axis. The
request count is in the y-axis.

The Average SLA chart calculates the average SLA for the
selected request type across the selected time range. SLA as
used in Streamline AI means the number of days measured
from the day that a request is first submitted by the Business
User to the day that the request is assigned back to the
Business User by the Legal Assignee.

For example, if the  Business User “Sam Smith” submits a
request on Monday, and on Tuesday the Legal User “Amy

Adams” assigns herself to that request, and then on Thursday, Amy assigns the request back to
Sam, the SLA for that request will be 3 days. Average SLA For ALL shows the average SLAs
across all matter types for the displayed time range. By clicking on that drop down, it is possible
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to measure across the different matter types.  By clicking on the time period drop down on the
right, you can measure across calendar month, quarter, and year. An SLA for a request that was
responded to by legal and then rejected or canceled later is still counted

The Cumulative Requests Over Time chart calculates the total
number of requests across matter types that have been
submitted by business users across the selected time ranges.
This chart displays data in a line chart format and is a different
way to visualize the data that is presented in the Total Requests
chart.

The In Progress Requests by Type chart calculates the number of
requests for each matter type which have been assigned to a
Legal User but has not yet been completed. A request that has
been assigned by a Legal User back to a Business User will still
be counted here if it has not yet been completed. This chart only
displays data calculated as of today and the time ranges are not a.

The Completed Requests by Matter Type chart calculates the
number of requests for each matter type which have been
completed across the current measurement period and the two
most recent preceding periods. For example, if “By Quarter” is
selected as the measurement period, the histogram bars will
display the number of completed requests for each matter type
for this current quarter as well as the two prior quarters.

LEGAL ADMIN MINICARDS

The Legal Admin’s minicards are located above the request table in the Tracker view, as well as
at the top of the Board view.
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Please note: the data in the mini-cards in the Board and the Tracker are personal to
just the Legal Admin’s own requests.  The data in the mini-cards in the Team Board show
data for the entire legal team.

Unassigned Requests mini-card displays the number of requests of
every matter type that is currently waiting for assignment to a Legal
User as of today.

In Progress Requests mini-card displays the number of requests
that have currently been assigned specifically to you, is currently
being addressed, and not yet completed, as of today.

Completed Requests minicard displays the number of requests that
have been completed by you. The calculation of this minicard is
editable by clicking on the drop down and you can calculate this by
this Week, this Month, this Quarter or this Year. This week is
measured Sunday through Saturday.

Average SLAs minicard displays the average response time, which
is measured from the day that the Business User first submitted a
request to the day that the Legal User initially responded to that
request. This minicard is configurable in two ways via dropdowns:
measuring average SLAs for different matter types and different time

ranges. If the card displays two dashes --, it means that there isn’t any data (i.e. no requests)
during the measurement period. If a request is completed or rejected, then the SLA equals the
day that the request is first submitted to the day that it is completed or rejected.

% of Requests Within SLA minicard displays the percentage of
requests you have worked on that met the target SLA that is pre-set in
the request form. For instance, if the NDA request form has a target
SLA of 2 days, and a total of two NDA requests had responses from
the Legal User within 2 days out of 4 requests that were submitted this

week, the mini-card would display 50% if the NDA drop down and This Week drop down were
both selected.  This minicard is configurable in two ways via dropdowns: measuring for different
matter types and different time ranges.
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LEGAL ADMIN DASHBOARD CHARTS

The Assigned Requests chart calculates the total number of
requests across all matter types that were assigned during the
selected time range.
By Week measures the total number of requests that have
been submitted by business users across the current and three
prior consecutive calendar weeks (date ranges displayed).
Clicking on the top left drop down allows you to select a certain
legal user on your team that you wish to visualize metrics for.
Clicking on the top right drop down allows you to change the

measurement period by calendar month, calendar quarter, and calendar year.

The In Progress Requests by Team Member chart
calculates the number of requests for all matter types which
have been assigned to a Legal User but has not yet been
completed. A request that has been assigned by a Legal User
back to a Business User will still be counted here if it has not
yet been completed. This chart only displays data calculated
as of today and the time ranges are not alterable. Clicking on
the Select Users option at the bottom right hand corner of the
chart enables you to select different legal users (up to 4

maximum) to display on the chart.

The Assigned Requests By Type chart displays the number
of requests that have been assigned across the different types
for the selected time range.
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The Cumulative Requests By User chart calculates the total number of requests across all
matter types submitted across the selected time range that have been assigned to different legal
users on your team. In other words, this chart displays the total request volume for each user on
your team and shows how this fluctuates over time. Clicking on the Select Users option at the
bottom right hand corner of the chart enables you to select different legal users (up to 4
maximum) to display on the chart.

Cumulative Request For All - chart calculates the total
number of requests across all matter types submitted across
the selected time range that have been assigned to your
legal team.

The Completed Requests by Team Member chart calculates
the total number of requests by team member which have
been completed across the current measurement period, as
compared to the two most recent preceding periods. For
example, if “By Quarter” is selected as the measurement
period, the histogram bars will display the number of
completed requests for each team member for this current
quarter as well as the two prior quarters.

The Average SLA chart calculates the average SLA for the
selected Legal Users across the selected time range. SLA as
used in Streamline AI means the number of days measured
from the day that a request is first submitted by the Business
User to the day that the request is assigned back to the
Business User by the Legal Assignee. For example, if the
Business User “Sam Smith” submits a request on Monday, and
on Tuesday the Legal User “Amy Adams” assigns herself to
that request, and then on Thursday, Amy assigns the request
back to Sam, the SLA for that request will be 3 days. Average

SLA shows the average SLAs across different matter types for the displayed time range. By
clicking on the matter type drop down on the top left, it is possible to measure across the
different matter types.  By clicking on the time period drop down on the top right, you can
measure across calendar month, quarter, and year.
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Requests By Business Team chart calculated the number
of requests that are completed during that time, where each
bar represents the team the request originated from. There
are up to 4 teams permitted and can be selected from the
Select Team drop down.

Spend By Department chart  represents the total completed
contract value during that time period by requestor team.
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